CSIRO require a post-doctoral fellow to conduct a program of research in the area of regional climate change projections science.

Australia’s climate is changing. Acting early to prepare for the impacts of climate change can reduce some of the costs and negative consequences for the nation. The CSIRO Climate Adaptation Flagship (CAF) aims to equip Australia with practical and effective adaptation options to counter the expected damaging effects of climate change and variability. It will analyse future climate changes in Australia, assess adaptive capacity and vulnerability, and develop new ways to combat and even benefit from these challenges.

CSIRO are seeking an innovative post-doctoral candidate to join our climate projections modelling team based at Aspendale, Victoria. You will work with our established team of world-class scientists, undertaking research into methods for preparing regional climate change projections based on multi-model ensemble techniques. Candidates should have a PhD in climate science or statistics and have a maximum of three years relevant work experience since the conferral of their doctorate.

The position is part of the Centre for Australian Weather and Climate Research (CAWCR) – a partnership between CSIRO and the Bureau of meteorology.

Find out more! Visit our website at CSIRO Careers, choose "Positions Vacant" and insert Reference Number 2009/986 where indicated.

Applications close 27 January 2010